
DC CHESS LEAGUE

LET’S PLAY CHESS



THE DC CHESS
LEAGUE

The DC Chess League is a community chess
organization open to members of the public
around the beltway. Established for over 30
years, the goal is to guarantee public
engagement to play chess socially once a
month. The Chess League also hosts
discussions and chess lessons at various
libraries and venues through out
Washington,DC



US CHESS
The DC Chess League is the affiliate state chapter for the U.S.Chess Federation. The United

States Chess Federation (also known as US Chess or USCF[1]) is the governing body for

chess competition in the United States . US Chess administers the official national rating

system, awards national titles, sanctions over twenty national championships annually,

and publishes two magazines: Chess Life and Chess Life for Kids. The USCF was founded

and incorporated in Illinois in 1939, from the merger of two older chess organizations. It

is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri

The U.S. Chess Federation appoints an organization in every state to encourage Chess

activities in that state. The state chapter affiliate runs state championships and selects

players in various categories to attend inviationals to represent that state.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Chess_Federation#cite_note-uschess-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess_rating_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess_rating_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess_Life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess_Life_for_Kids
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illinois
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/501(c)(3)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Louis,_Missouri
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CHESS
INVITATIONALS

Each year a city championship is held for the K-5,
6-8,9-12, all girls and senior categories seperately.
The winner is invited to attend a national
tournament to represent the District of Columbia.
You must be a DC resident to represent. This year
we are expecting to host the events in February to
April.
Check website for detail at dcchessleague.com or
dcscholasticchess.org



DC CHESS
ASSOCIATION DC BLACK KNIGHTS CHESS GIRLS DCDC CHESS LEAGUE

COMMUNITY PARTNERSCOMMUNITY PARTNERSCOMMUNITY PARTNERS



THE
CHESS
SCENE







The DC Chess League is a volunteer organization
and with it’s community partners host local chess
activities to encourage players of all abilities. To
find out more go to our website at
dcchessleague.com or dcscholasticchess.org
We would like to hear your ideas about events
that you would like to participate in. Please
submit your proposal to our portal at
dcchessleague.com



LET'S PLAY CHESS!

THANK YOU 

dcchessleague.com

Email:   joindcchessleague@gmail.com


